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The Nuosu (Nosu) Yi language, or Northern Yi (����), is spoken by approximately
two million people in southern Sichuan Province and northern Yunnan Province, China,
the majority of whom are monolingual. Yi is a member of the Yi Branch of the Lolo-
Burmese subgroup of the Tibeto-Burman family (Benedict 1972/2009, Bradley 1979), which
includes some 50 languages, also called the Nisoic languages (Lama 2012) or Ngwi Group.
The large (5 million) ethnic Yi nationality groups of Yunnan Province are distantly related.
The third author, Lama Ziwo, who was 31 at the time of recording, produced, translated
and transcribed the recorded audio data phonemically and participated in the laryngoscopic
filming of the video data. He is a native speaker of the Suondip/Suondi dialect, and a fluent
speaker of the Shypnra/Shengza dialect. It is the Shypnra/Shengza standard dialect that is
being represented in this paper. The most distinguishing phonetic feature of Northern Yi
is its systematic vocal register contrast (Matisoff 1972, Dai 1990) between two settings
of the laryngeal constrictor mechanism, which are referred to as a lax (unconstricted)
series and a tense (constricted) series (Edmondson et al. 2000, 2001). The contrast is
realized as a distinction in resonance (spectral quality) rather than as contrasting phonation
types as in some other forms of Yi or in other Tibeto-Burman languages (e.g. Bai). The
consonantal inventory is large, with complex vocalic interactions, including interactions
with two pairs of fricativized vowels. Northern Yi has 43 initial consonants, five pairs of
vowels (or syllable rhymes), and three tones: 55, 33, and 21. Relevant reports on voice
quality in related languages can be found in Maddieson & Ladefoged (1985) and Sun & Liu
(1986).
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Consonants

Bilabial Labio- Alveolar Retroflex (Alveolo-) Velar Glottal
dental palatal

p b t d k ɡ
Plosive pʰ mb tʰ nd kʰ ŋɡ
Nasal m̥ m n̥ n ȵ ŋ
Trill [ʙ̥] [ʙ]
Fricative f v s z ʂ ʐ ɕ ʑ x ɣ h

ts dz tʂ dʐ tɕ dʑ
Affricate tsʰ ndz tʂʰ ndʐ tɕʰ ndʑ
Lateral
fricative/ ɬ l
approximant

PHONEME PHONEMIC PHONETIC ENGLISH GLOSS

p pu33 pv͡ʊː33 river deer
pu̠33 pʊ̙ˀ33 to go back

pʰ pʰu33 pʰv͡ʊː33 price
pʰu3̠3 phfʊ̙ːˀ33 to be angry

b bu33 bʙʊː33 worm
bu̠33 ʙ̙ʊ̙ə ̙ˀ33 to write

mb mbu33 mbʙv͡u33 to brag
mbu̠33 mʙ̙͡ʊ̙ː33 to be full

m̥ m̥u33 m̥m33 mushroom
m̥u3̠3 m̥m3̙3 to inflate

m mu33 mː33 horse
mu̠33 m̙ː33 brother (sister speech)

f fu33 fvʊˑˀ33 to bake
fu3̠3 fˑɵ̙ə ̙ˀ33 to pour

v vu33 vʊː33 intestine
vu̠33 vɵ̙ə ̙ˀ33 to hatch

t tu33 tv͡ʊˑ33 to erect
tu̠33 tʙ̙͡ɵ̙ːˀ33 to resist

tʰ tʰu33 tʰv͡ʊˑˀ33 to read
tʰu3̠3 tʙ̥͡ɵ̙ːˀ33 to peck

d du33 dʙ͡ʊˑ33 wing
du̠33 dʙ͡ɵ̙ːˀ33 to come out

nd ndu33 ndv͡ʊˑ33 to dig
ndu̠33 ndʙ̙͡ɵ̙ˑˀ33 to sieve

n̥ n̥u33 n̥ɵ̃ːˀ33 (no meaning)
n̥u3̠3 n̥ɵ̙̃ːˀ33 (no meaning)

n nu33 nuː33 soft
nu̠33 nɵ̙ːˀ33 soybean

ɬ ɬu33 hl˞ʷː33 to fry
ɬu3̠3 hl ̙˞ʷː33 to fester
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l lu33 l˞ʷː33 dragon
lu̠33 l ̙˞ʷː33 stone

ts tsu33 tsvuˑˀ33 to stack
tsu̠33 tsv̙ʊ̙ə ̙ˀ33 pedicel

tsʰ tsʰu̠33 tsʰuˑˀ33 fat
tsʰu̠33 tsʰv̙̙͡ɵ̙ˑˀ33 to build

dz dzu33 dzv͡ʊːˀ33 anxious
dzu̠33 dzv̙͡ɵ̙ə ̙ˀ33 to concern

ndz ndzu33 ndzv͡ʊˑ33 to inflame
ndzu3̠3 ndzv̙͡ɵ̙ˀ33 to hate

s su33 s ̠v͡ʊː33 other
su3̠3 s ̠v̙͡ɵ̙ˀ33 to pay back

z zu33 z̠v͡ʊˑˀ33 to provoke
zu3̠3 z̠v̙͡ɵ̙ˑˀ33 (no meaning)

tʂ tʂu33 tʂv͡ʊːˀ33 to praise
tʂu3̠3 tʂv̙͡ɵ̙ˑˀ33 to wipe

tʂʰ tʂʰu33 tʂʰv͡uˑˀ33 thorn
tʂʰu3̠3 tʂʰv̙͡ɵ̙ˑˀ33 autumn

dʐ dʐu33 dʐv͡ʊˑˀ33 as in dʐu33gu33 ‘utensil’
dʐu3̠3 dʐv̙͡ɵ̙ˑˀ33 there is

ndʐ ndʐu33 ndʐv͡uːˀ33 to inlay
ndʐu̠33 ndʐv̙͡ɵ̙ə ̙ˀ33 to lock

ʂ ʂu33 ʂv͡uːˀ33 pheasant
ʂu3̠3 ʂv̙͡ɵ̙ːˀ33 sea

ʐ ʐu33 ʐv͡uːˀ33 to portend
ʐu3̠3 ʐv̙͡ʊ̙̙ːˀ33 to cut off (twigs)

tɕ tɕu33 tɕʉː33 to have power/right
tɕu3̠3 tɕv̙͡ʊ̙ːˀ33 marrow

tɕʰ tɕʰu33 tɕʰʉːˀ33 silver
tɕʰu3̠3 tɕʰv̙͡ɵ̙ːˀ33 to measure by handspans

dʑ dʑu33 dʑʉː33 oats
dʑu3̠3 dʑɵ̙ːˀ33 to scare

ndʑ ndʑu33 ndʑʉː33 to crawl
ndʑu̠33 ndʑv̙͡ɵ̙ə ̙ˀ33 to kick

ȵ ȵu33 ȵʏ̃ː33 to creep
ȵu5̠5 ȵø̈ ̙ː ̃ˀ55 monkey

ɕ ɕu33 ɕv͡ʉː33 (no meaning)
ɕu3̠3 ɕv̙͡͡ø̙ː33 (no meaning)

ʑ ʑu33 ʑʉː33 to take
ʑu3̠3 ʑv̙͡ɵ̙ː33 to grow up

k ku33 kv͡uː33 to call
ku̠33 kv̙͡ɵ̙ːˀ33 to threaten

kʰ kʰu33 kʰv͡uːˀ33 to steal
kʰu3̠3 kʰv̙͡ɵ̙ːˀ33 year

ɡ ɡu33 ɡv͡ʊːˀ33 nine
ɡu̠33 ɡv̙͡ɵ̙ːˀ33 to be scared

ŋɡ ŋɡu33 ŋɡv͡ʊːˀ33 to love
ŋɡu̠33 ŋɡv̙͡ɵ̙ːˀ33 to pick
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ŋ ŋu33 ŋṽũː33 (no meaning)
ŋu̠33 ŋṽ̙ɵ̙̃ː33 (no meaning)

x xu33 xv͡uː33 (no meaning)
xu̠33 Xv̙͡ɵ̙ːˀ33 (no meaning)

ɣ ɣu33 ɣv͡uː33 (no meaning)
ɣu̠33 ɣv̙͡ɵ̙ːˀ33 (no meaning)

h hu33 hvuː33 (no meaning)
hu̠33 hɵ̙ːˀ33 (no meaning)

In the consonant list, two examples are given for each phoneme, the first with a lax vowel
/u/, and the second with the corresponding tense vowel /u̠/. All examples in the list are
words with 33 tone (except for one at 55). All paradigmatically possible CV syllables are
represented with these vowels in order to fully illustrate the auditory quality of the laryngeal
phonetic contrast, even though there are gaps in the lexicon where these syllables have no
meaning. Some systematic incompatibilities may limit these vowels occurring, particularly
with /ŋ x ɣ h/. In the narrow phonetic transcription, small superscripts generally signify a
less intense or shorter incidence of a sound. The bilabial trills identified in the consonant
chart in square brackets occur phonetically following bilabial and alveolar stops, as discussed
under Conventions. These trills vary in intensity and are not intended as a component of
the root initial. Where two consonant symbols appear in the phonetic form, such as [m̥m],
they are not meant to imply double syllables but rather a long nasal with shifting voicing
properties. The realizations of laterals /ɬ/ and /l/ have both a lateral and central approximant
feature in /u/ and /z/ vowel contexts, transcribed as [l˞] to indicate a quality between /l/ and
/ɹ/. The superscript /ʷ/ indicates roundedness on the syllable. The alveolo-palatal nasal is
transcribed with the /ȵ / symbol used in the Sino-Tibetan tradition, in parallel to the symbols
for the other alveolo-palatal sounds and in preference to the palatal nasal symbol [ɲ]. Some
vowels, especially in front-consonant contexts, may acquire a more fronted quality: [ɵ], [ʉ],
or even [ʏ] or [ø]. Laryngeally tense syllables exert an effect on the CV string, particularly
on vowel quality, but also, for example, /x/ realized as [X], or closing the syllable glottally
[ˀ]. The [v] component is a function of this particular /u u ̠/ vowel pair, as discussed under
Vowels.

Vowels and register

Phonemic representation Phonetic representation
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i pi33 piː33 to read
ɛ (i ̠) pɛ33 pɛ̙ə ̙33 to kick
ɯ pɯ33 pɯ̈ː33 to exclaim
a (ɯ̠) pa33 pa̙ː33 to exchange
o po33 pu̞ː33 to rummage
ɔ (o ̠) pɔ33 pɔə̙ ̙33 to split
z pz33 pzː33 eagle call
z̠ pz̠33 pz̙ə ̙33 to poop
u pu33 pv͡ʊː33 river deer
u̠ pu̠33 pʊ̙ː33 to go back

The vowels of Northern Yi (or syllable rhymes) are characterized by both oral quality
differences and laryngeal register quality. Laryngeal register is a distinction between ‘lax’ and
‘tense’ settings of the laryngeal constrictor mechanism (Esling & Edmondson 2002), where
lax is defined by an open or unconstricted epilaryngeal tube and tense is defined by a narrowed
or constricted epilaryngeal tube. The lax/tense register distinction does not affect phonation
type as much as it changes the resonance characteristics of the lower pharyngeal vocal tract.
In terms of laryngeal ‘valves’, the mechanism for tense constriction in Yi is valve 3 – the
aryepiglottic sphincter at the top of the epilaryngeal tube (Edmondson & Esling 2006). There
is not an appreciable difference in phonatory (vocal fold vibration) quality between the vowels
of the two series. In terms of voice quality description, the pharyngeal resonance quality of
the lax series may be described as ‘modal voice’ (or on a continuum between modal voice and
breathy voice), and the voice quality of the tense series may be described as ‘raised larynx
voice’ (Laver 1980, Esling 2006). There is, however, a difference in the oral articulation of the
vowels of the two series. Both the difference in vowel quality and laryngeal register quality
are marked on the vowels of the constricted ‘tense’ series, with the ‘Retracted’ diacritic / ̠/
marking tense phonemic status and the diacritic for ‘Retracted tongue root’ [ ̙] under the
phonetic symbol(s) for each tense vowel. The symbolization is meant to be equivalent, and
either diacritic captures the parallel between Yi register and the retracted quality feature found
in many other language groups (Edmondson et al. 2007). There are five pairs of vowels in
Nuosu Yi – each pair with a lax and a tense counterpart. Three pairs span the vowel space, with
the lax vowel closer in the vowel space and the tense vowel more open: / i ɛ̠ /, / ɯ a̠ /, and /o ɔ ̠ /.
Phonetically, the vowels tend to be long, or sometimes slightly diphthongized in the tense
series, especially in citation form out of context: [iː ɛə ̙], [ɯ̈ː a ̙ː], and [u̞ː ɔ ̙ː]. It should be noted
that the close vs. open specification of the lingual/mandibular setting for the vowels is exactly
inverse to the open vs. narrow (constricted) specification of the laryngeal setting for the same
vowels. The more open lingual vowels (towards the lower-right, retracted, corner of the vowel
space) are those which have greater laryngeal constriction (Esling 2005). There are two pairs
of ‘fricativized vowels’. The /u u̠/ set, which has also been represented as /v v ̠/, is used in the
illustration of the consonant list (above), and the /z z̠/ set is illustrated below. Thus, /ɛ̠ a̠ ɔ ̠ u̠
z̠/ can be regarded as the raised-larynx, tongue-root-retracted, epilaryngeal-tube-constricted
counterparts of /i ɯ o u z/, respectively.

Laryngoscopic video data
Nasendoscopic videos show the articulatory activity in the larynx for four minimal pairs to
illustrate the lax/tense paradigm.

lax pz33 pzː33 eagle call
tense pz̠33 pz̙ə ̙33 to poop
lax pʰz33 pʰzː33 to pain
tense pʰz̠33 pʰzə ̙33 to throw
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lax mu33 mː33 horse
tense mu̠33 m̙ː33 brother (sister speech)
lax pu33 pv͡ʊː33 river deer
tense pu̠33 pʊ̙33 to go back

The five pairs of isolated vowels are also illustrated with nasendoscopic videos.

Vowel conventions
The vowels /uu ̠/ are most often realized as labiodental fricativized vowels [vv̙] in combination
with a close back vowel [ʊ]which is more reduced [ɵ̙] in the tense series than in the lax series.
When this vowel occurs after bilabial and alveolar stops /p pʰ b mb/ and /t tʰ d nd/, it is
accompanied by bilabial trilling [ʙ̥ ʙ]. In our analysis of register quality, it is important to
note that there are in parallel a laryngeal setting, a lingual feature, and a labial feature; thus,
the labiodental fricative features and close back vowel quality of /u u̠/ after bilabial and
alveolar stops can be said to induce bilabial trilling in the syllable. Most significantly, the
bilabial trilling tends to be more dominant in laryngeally tense syllables than in lax syllables,
as shown in the narrow phonetic transcriptions. The occurrence of bilabial trilling in Nuosu
Yi is important to document especially in light of Ladefoged & Everett’s (1996) contention
that such sounds are phonetic rarities in the languages of the world. The vowels are placed
in the raised (close back) corner of the vowel chart, to represent the [ʊ ɵ̙] quality of the
lingual component. In bilabial nasals, the vowel assimilates to a nasal. The tense (constricted)
context often has the effect of making the vowel sound more reduced (i.e. towards the retracted
quadrant of the vowel chart).

The front lingual fricativized /z z̠/ vowels are placed in the close front portion of the
vowel chart, as the tongue position is between [i] and [-i] (although more apical). They are
voiced alveolar fricative syllabic continuants, often with a schwa offglide. Their articulation
is more open (approximated) than the usual fricative consonant [z] is understood to be;
that is, they could be transcribed as [z̞]. In Chinese phonetics, the traditional symbolic
representation is [ɿ] (Karlgren 1915–26). Following bilabial nasals or laterals, they assimilate
to the consonant. Following retroflex consonants, they assimilate to a retroflex fricative.
Following alveolo-palatal consonants, the syllabic fricative becomes a front rounded vowel
in the lax series and a rhoticized central vowel in the tense series. The /z z̠/ syllabic
rhyme does not occur with the velar or glottal consonants. Some consonants may cause
slight onset devoicing of the /z z̠/ vowels, which may not always be noted in the narrow
phonetic transcription. A similar situation applies for the retroflex pair /ʐ ʐ ̠ /, which are
voiced moderately retroflexed slightly-open (approximated) fricative syllabic continuants,
often with a schwa offglide. They could be transcribed as [ʐ ̞]. In Chinese phonetics, the
traditional symbolic representation is [ʅ] (Karlgren 1915–26). The motivation for treating both
fricatives as approximated versions parallels the principles expressed by Martı́nez-Celdrán
2004).

p pz33 pzː33 eagle call
pz̠33 pz̙ə3̙3

to poop
pʰ pʰz33 pʰzː33 to pain

pʰz̠33 pʰzə ̙33 to throw
b bz33 bzː33 sound of a bee

bz̠33 bz̙ə ̙33 (no meaning)
mb mbz33 mbz33 (no meaning)

mbz̠33 mbz̙ə ̙ ˀ33 to whittle
m̥ m̥z33 m̥mˀ33 tail

m̥z̠33 m̙̊m̙ˀ33 to close (eyes)
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m mz33 mmːˀ33 female
mz̠33 m̰m̰ːˀ33 (no meaning)

f fz33 fzː33 ugly
fz̠33 fz̙ə ̙33 (no meaning)

v vz33 vzː33 to buy
vz̠33 vz̙ə ̙33 to scratch

ɬ ɬz33 ɬ˞l˞33 wind
ɬz̠33 hl ̙˞ː33 to escape

l lz33 l˞ː33 four
lz̠33 l ̙˞ː33 to twine

ts tsz33 tszː33 to plant
tsz̠33 tsz̙ə ̙33 to drench

tsʰ tsʰz33 tsʰzː33 to wash
tsʰz̠33 tsʰz̙ə ̙33 to clench

dz dzz33 dzz33 to ride
dzz̠33 dzz̙ə ̙33 classifier (for guns, cars, etc.)

ndz ndzz33 ndzz33 to have power/right
ndzz̠33 ndzz̙ə ̙33 spicy

s sz33 szː33 to die
sz̠33 sz̙ə ̙33 wood

z zz33 zzː33 to urinate
zz̠33 zz̙ə ̙33 to press

tʂ tʂz33 tʂʐː33 quickly
tʂz̠33 tʂʐə̙ ̙33 to pull

tʂʰ tʂʰz33 tʂʰʐː33 widow
tʂʰz̠33 tʂʰʐə̙ ̙33 to stare

dʐ dʐz33 dʐʐː33 tooth
dʐz̠33 dʐʐ ̙ː33 to wear out

ndʐ ndʐz33 ndʐʐː33 wine
ndʐz̠33 ndʐʐə̙ ̙33 to flush

ʂ ʂz33 ʂʐː33 gold
ʂz̠33 sʐ ̙ː33 to split

ʐ ʐz33 ʐʐː33 grass
ʐz̠33 ʐʐə̙ ̙33 shadow

tɕ tɕz33 tɕʏː33 star
tɕz̠33 tɕɘə̙ ̙33 to rub with the hands

tɕʰ tɕʰz33 tɕʰʏː33 deer
tɕʰz̠33 tɕʰə ̙˞ː33 to burn

dʑ dʑz33 dʑʏː33 copper
dʑz̠33 dʐə ̙˞ː33 (no meaning)

ndʑ ndʑz33 ndʑʏː33 skin
ndʑz̠33 ndʑə ̙˞ː33 to eradicate

ȵ ȵz33 ȵʏ̃ː33 (no meaning)
ȵz̠33 ȵə ̙˞ː33 (no meaning)

ɕ ɕz33 ɕʏː33 manure
ɕz̠33 ɕə ̙˞ː33 to blow one’s nose

ʑ ʑz33 ʑʏː33 water
ʑz̠33 ʑə ̙˞ː33 soul
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Tones
There are three lexical tones in Nuosu Yi, 55 (high level), 33 (mid level), and 21 (low falling),
whose pitch is basically the same in either register (lax or tense). There is a 44 (high mid
level) tone sandhi realization, which often results from either tone 33 or tone 21 in syllable
combination, for example, dza33 ‘food’ + dzɯ33 ‘to eat’ → dza44 dzɯ33 ‘to eat (food)’, and
ndʐa33 ‘to examine’ + hɯ21 ‘to see’ → ndʐa33 hɯ44 ‘to test’. This tone sandhi also appears
as a connector of phrases or clauses, for example, si44 and tɕo44, which occur in the narrative.
Tone sandhi in Yi is complex. Generally speaking, if tone [44] appears as the first syllable
of a two-syllable word or phrase, then it is very likely that this sandhi tone originally comes
from tone /33/; for example, a44ʑi33 in the narrative, where the sandhi tone [44] is phonemically
tone /33/. If it appears on the second syllable of a two-syllable word or phrase, then the sandhi
tone might be originally tone /21/; for example, dʑz33kɯ44, where the sandhi tone [44] is
phonemically tone /21/. In the case of emphasis, a classifier tone can be read as tone [44], for
example, ma44, where tone [44] is originally tone /33/. For a detailed discussion of tone 44,
see Lama (1991).

55 ˥ pi55 piː55 to dig out
pa55 pa̙ː55 male animal
po55 pʊ̞ː55 to run

33 ˧ ti33 tiː33 single
tɛ33 tɛ̙ə ̙33 to double
ta33 ta̙ː33 to put something on
tɔ33 tɔ ̙ə ̙33 to take a baby on an arm

21 Ÿ tɯ21 tɯ̈ː21 to get up
to21 to ̝ː21 to make somebody drink

Transcription of recorded passage
The narrative is an unscripted telling of a picture story (a sequence of four visual images).
The spontaneity of the task results in some hesitations, intonational phrases in short groups,
and some disfluencies. The prosodic marker é indicates pauses between breath groups, and í
marks major intonation group boundaries. Each breath group is given a separate line in the
phonemic/morphemic transcription. On occasion, /i/ can be reduced to [I], and /u/ to [ʊ].
The lateral flap [ɺ] is a function of fast speech. Tones are first given phonetically, with tone
sandhi changes shown as derived from their original form (33>44 or 21>44) in the phonemic
transcription. Phrase-final creaky voice is marked phonetically.

Semi-narrow phonetic transcription
a̙44ji33 ma̙33 tsʰz21 tɕʰɵ21pɵ21 ȵi21 ma̙33 sI33ni 2̰1 dʑz33kɯ44

ta̙33 é jɵ21pa̙55 kɵ44ta̙33 tsʰo ̈33ə tsa̙21tɕi21 ɡɯ21 ɕi21 mɐ̙33əʔ
é mo33ndʑɔ̙ʔ33ə hɯ21 ndʑɔ̙ʔ33 í ɐ̙44ji33 mɐ̙44 hɯ21 loə44 é
pʊ̙33 i44kɵ33 bo33 pʊ̙ I kɵ ɕi33 lɐ̙33 ko ̝44nə̝ː ̰ 33 é hɛ̙33kʰa̙ si44ə̰
tsʰɵ21 dʐʊ̙̈33ɡu33ə é ə̰ tE̙̠21pʰa̙2 a̙33dzz44 ɡɯ44 tsʰɵ33 tɛ3̙3 s̬I44ə
é ɡɯ21 ndʑɔ̙ʔ 33 í tʰI55ə̰ʔ é tsʰz33 tsʰz44 ɡɯ21 ji44 a̙21 sz21

mː ̰33 é tsʰz33 tʰi21ə̰ʔ é kʷ44ndʑɛ̙33 sa̙55 lo44əʔ í tsʰz55 a̙44mɵ33

pvʊ̙33ɺa̙33kɵ44nə̝33 i44kuə̰ʔ33 é tsʰz44mɐ̙̃ˑmː̰33 é dʐv̙͡ʊ̙33ɡu33
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pa̙33ta̙33 la̙55dʑi21 ko ̝44dʑə̙ʔ33 kɵ44dʐʊ̙33 sɐ̙55dɯ̽21lo44ə̰ʔ í
ɐ̙44j33 a̙44mo33ə é kɔ̙33l˞ɔ̙33mˑ55 si21ə é ɐ̙44ji33 tɕø̈44ə tsz̙ə̙ʔ55 í
Phonemic forms and inter-linear morphemic gloss
Abbreviations used in the gloss: CLSF = classifier; 3 = third person; POSS = possessive;
AUX = auxiliary; PL = place; MKR = marker; PL = plural; P = person; V = verb; DSFL =
disfluency; PERF = perfective.

a33˃44ʑi33(ma33) tsʰz21 tɕʰo21po21 ȵi21 ma33 si33ni21 dʑz33kɯ21˃44 ta33

child (CLSF) 3.POSS friend two (CLSF) and together (AUX)

dʑo21pa55 ko21˃44ta33 tsʰo33 tsa21tɕi21 ɡɯ21 ɕi21 ma33

flat ground PL.MKR.at P.MKR acrobatics play such (CLSF)

(mo33ndʑɔ33) hɯ21 ndʑɔ33

(see V-ing) watch V-ing

a33˃44ʑi33ma33˃44 hɯ21 lo21˃44 pu̠33 i33˃44ko33 (bo33) ɕi33 la33 ko33˃44nɯ33

child (CLSF/that) watch after return home (DSFL/go) arrive come time.MKR(AUX)

hɛ33kʰa55 si21˃44 tsʰo21 dʐu3̠3ɡu33

excite and their thing(plates)

(tɛ21pʰa21) a33dzz21˃44 ɡɯ33˃44 tsʰo33 tɛ33 si21˃44

(DSFL) that (CLSF.PL) them hold and

ɡɯ21 ndʑɔ33

play V-ing

tʰi55

but

tsʰz33 tsʰz33˃44 ɡɯ21 ʑi21˃44 a21 sz21 mu33

he it play cannot know (AUX)

tsʰz33 tʰi21

he let off

ko33˃44 - ndʑɛ33 sa55 lo21˃44

time.MKR smash (PERF) (AUX)

tsʰz55 a33˃44mo33 pu̠33 la33 ko33˃44 nɯ33

his mother return come time.MKR (AUX)

i33˃44ko33 tsʰz33˃44 ma33 mu33

home this (CLSF) (AUX)
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dʐu3̠3ɡu33 pa33ta33 la55dʑi21 (ko33˃44dʐu3̠3) ko33˃44 dʐu3̠3 sa55 dɯ21lo21˃44

thing(plates) smash into pieces (DSFL) time.MKR put (PERF) (AUX)

a33˃44ʑi33 a33˃44mo33

child mother

kɔ33lɔ33mu55 si21

angry and

a33˃44ʑi33 tɕo21˃44 tsz̠55

child to curse

English translation
A boy with his two friends were watching an acrobat playing on the field.
The child was playing plates in his kitchen, mimicking what he saw after he finished watching
the game and came back home.
But he was not so skillful to play acrobatics, and dropped all the plates on the floor.
When his mother came back home and saw all the smashed plates on the floor,
she got angry and scolded her child.
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